Hydromouse:  The Child From The Ocean

In the town of Cheddar Bay, a young mouse named Harry Mouseling was having fun at the beach.  His parents watched the youth with the grey fur and blue tuff of hair as he was trotting along.  However, he soon found out he turned into water, causing his tanktop and swim shorts to fall off.  When his parents saw this, they decided to tell him a truth.

"We knew this day would come, Harry, but we need to tell you," Harry's father said.

"You were adopted by us," Harry's mother said.  The two told him the tale of how, on their honeymoon at a beach, they found Harry as a baby mouseling wash up in the ocean, as he had a royal necklace on him.

"So, I was from the ocean," Harry asked as he was covered in a towel to cover his body.

"Yes, and we believe you turned into water because of it," Harry's mother said.  And so, as a result, Harry decided to train himself to control his powers.  Not only could he turn parts of his body and even the clothes he wore into water (which helped stopped embarassing moments), but also discovers he has hydrokinesis and the ability to breathe underwater.

In his college years, as he worked as a lifeguard for the beach as a summer job, he saw a gang of rat thieves stealing from a bank.  He went into his house and got his girlfriend, Polly Parmisan, who knows his secret,  to take over as he got into a special custom wetsuit, flippers and mask.

"It's time for Hydromouse to save the day," Harry said as he turns into water and travels through a drinking fountain.  When he traveled to the fire hydrant outside the town, he popped out and knocked down one of the rats.

"What was that," another of the rats said when Hydromouse formed from the puddle made by the hydrant.

"Hydromouse, that's what, or better yet, who," Hydromouse said.  As the rats opened fire, Hydromouse turned his body to water, causing the bullets to go through him.

"This guy isn't normal," a rat said as he fled, only for Hydromouse to use his hydrokinesis to fire a blast of water from his hands, knocking him into a wall, cutting to a scene on the evening news where Harry and Polly saw this.

"Well, looks like your first day as a superhero went good," Polly said.

"Thanks, Polly," Harry said as the two kissed.  Meanwhile, in the ocean, a giant lobster claw rose from the water, as Hydromouse would soon face a villain from his past.

THE END



